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The Garden of Roses

Words by
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Poco Andante

Come into the garden of roses, dear, And
The roses that bloom in the garden, dear, Must

stand where the sunbeams fall, Sweet
whether and fade, some day, But
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Perfume a rising, like incense pure,
Time only adds to the rose of love.

One who is fairer than all!
Charm that can never decay.

Largo

Beautiful garden of roses,
Kiss'd by the golden dew.

Each pretty flower discloses

The Garden of Roses
Virtues I find in you. White means your soul so pure, dear. Red is your love most true.

Largamente

You are my garden of beautiful roses. My own rose, my own rose, that's you.

The Garden of Roses
The Garden of Roses
Quartet for Male or Mixed Voices

REFRAIN (Melody in 2\textsuperscript{3} Tenor or Soprano.)
Largo

DEMPSEY & SCHMID
Arr. by Robe Danworth

TENOR I
(Alto)

Beautiful garden of roses,
Kissed by the golden dew,

TENOR II
(Soprano)

Beautiful garden of roses,
Kissed by the golden dew,

BARITONE
(Tenor)

Each pretty flower discloses,
Virtues I find in you,

BASS
(Bass)

Each pretty flower discloses,
Virtues I find in you,

White means your soul so pure, dear,
Red is your love most true,

You are my garden of Largamente.

White means your soul so pure, dear,
Red is your love most true,

You are my garden of

beautiful roses, My own rose, My one rose, that's you.
beautiful roses, My own rose, My one rose, that's you.

\* May be interchanged with 2\textsuperscript{3} Tenor.
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